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Abstract: Blockchain technology has recently inspired remarkable attention due to its unique features,
such as privacy, accountability, immutability, and anonymity, to name of the few. In contrast, core
functionalities of most Internet of Things (IoT) resources make them vulnerable to security threats.
The IoT devices, such as smartphones and tablets, have limited capacity in terms of network,
computing, and storage, which make them easier for vulnerable threats. Furthermore, a massive
amount of data produced by the IoT devices, which is still an open challenge for the existing platforms
to process, analyze, and unearth underlying patterns to provide convenience environment. Therefore,
a new solution is required to ensure data accountability, improve data privacy and accessibility, and
extract hidden patterns and useful knowledge to provide adequate services. In this paper, we present
a secure fitness framework that is based on an IoT-enabled blockchain network integrated with
machine learning approaches. The proposed framework consists of two modules: a blockchain-based
IoT network to provide security and integrity to sensing data as well as an enhanced smart contract
enabled relationship and inference engine to discover hidden insights and useful knowledge from
IoT and user device network data. The enhanced smart contract aims to support users with a
practical application that provides real-time monitoring, control, easy access, and immutable logs
of multiple devices that are deployed in several domains. The inference engine module aims to
unearth underlying patterns and useful knowledge from IoT environment data, which helps in
effective decision making to provide convenient services. For experimental analysis, we implement
an intelligent fitness service that is based on an enhanced smart contract enabled relationship and
inference engine as a case study where several IoT fitness devices are used to securely acquire user
personalized fitness data. Furthermore, a real-time inference engine investigates user personalized
data to discover useful knowledge and hidden insights. Based on inference engine knowledge, a
recommendation model is developed to recommend a daily and monthly diet, as well as a workout
plan for better and improved body shape. The recommendation model aims to facilitate a trainer
formulating effective future decisions of trainee’s health in terms of a diet and workout plan. Lastly,
for performance analysis, we have used Hyperledger Caliper to access the system performance in
terms of latency, throughput, resource utilization, and varying orderer and peers nodes. The analysis
results imply that the design architecture is applicable for resource-constrained IoT blockchain
platform and it is extensible for different IoT scenarios.

Keywords: healthcare; blockchain; fitness service; smart contract; internet of things

1. Introduction

Attaining health facilities is one of the foremost fundamental rights of every human.
Nowadays, many chronic diseases have arisen due to laziness and unhygienic food, which
are the primary source of disability, death, and poor health. Chronic diseases are mostly
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driven by personal lifestyle, and different linking factors, e.g., sustained stress, inactivity,
and diet smoking, which are the main factors of severe illness and death [1]. According
to the study, approximately 70% of the adults’ generation spend their time sitting and
working, which generates a negative healthcare outcome. On the contrary, spending 30 min.
from the daily work routine on light activity reduces the risk of death and illness by 14%.
The growing pervasiveness of unhealthy lifestyle and low diet implies that, one out of
three adults, and one out of six children, are determined to have obesity [2,3]. It has
been observed that impropoer diet impacts health, thus increasing the risk of diseases,
i.e., diabetes type-2, heart stroke, and other health-related diseases. Moreover, life stress is
also associated with high mental disorder and poor physical health [4–6].

The blockchain is based on distributed ledger technology that has been developed
to store financial records that cannot be altered or manipulated. Each transaction in a
blockchain is secured due to the signed transaction by the valid participant. The block in
the blockchain contains a set of transactions that is digitally signed and encrypted along
with the time stamp. Finally, the chain is secured with advance cryptography algorithms
that make the data protected and secured. Blockchain is a distributed ledger database that
comprises of six layers, i.e., the data layer, network layer, consensus mechanism, smart
contract layer, service layer, and application layer. The data acquisition, authorization,
and control are usually done in data layer and network layer [7]. The consensus mechanism
and smart contract layer contain the functionality of a smart contract, incentive structure,
and consensus protocols. Furthermore, the consensus protocol in blockchain consumes
significant computational power as well as a large number of resources, which ultimately
degrade the performance of in terms of throughput and latency. The service layer provides
the back-end functionalities of blockchain network, which is further exposed to the
application layer. The application layer provides the interaction between the back-end
and the front-end. During the past several years many new technologies have been
introduced in the area of blockchain, such as consensus algorithms, permission and
privacy mechanisms, and smart contract. The blockchain comprises of public and private
blockchain. In a private blockchain, the registered users administer and control the network.
Similarly, in permissioned blockchain, the registered participant can participate in the
mechanism of block creation, whereas, in permissionless blockchain, anyone can participate
in the consensus and block creation mechanism. Therefore, the permissioned blockchain
is transparent, salable, and customized as compared to the permissionless blockchain.
Likewise, in blockchain, the consensus algorithm is used to provide the data integrity
and consistency across the nodes in the blockchain network. Over the last several years,
many consensus algorithms have been developed, such as Proof of work (Pow), Proof of
Stake (PoS), Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS), Proof of Activity (PoA), Proof of Importance
(PoI), Proof of Luck (PoL), Practical byzantine fault tolerance-based consensus (PBFT),
and Raft. Table 1 summarizes the comparison of blockchain complexity based on the
consensus algorithms.

Table 1. Comparison of Blockchain complexity based on the consensus algorithms.

Consensus
Type

Consensus
Algorithm

Node
Management

Mining
Based on

Energy
Consumption

Transaction
Fee

Validation
Speed (s)

Transaction
per Second Applications

Voting-based
consensus Algorithm

Raft [8] Private
Blockchain

Random
timer Yes No 0 s to 10 s 10,000 tps Smart Contracts

PBFT [9,10] Private
Blockchain

Mathematical
process Yes No 0 s to 10 s 2000 tps Smart Contracts

Proof-based
consensus algorithm

PoL [11] Consortium
Blockchain Prioritized Yes Yes 15 s 1000 tps Crypto-currency

PoI [12] Consortium
Blockchain Random value Yes Yes 30 s to 1 min 500 tps IoT application

PoA [13] Public
Blockchain Hashing Partial Yes 30 s 800 tps Crypto-currency

PoS [14,15] Public
Blockchain Staked owned Partial Yes 100 s 1000 tps Smart contracts,

Crypto-currency

DPoS [12] Public
Blockchain Staked owned Partial Yes 100 s 1000 tps Bit-shares

Crypto-currency

PoW [16] Public
Blockchain Hashing No Yes 100 s 100 tps Smart contracts,

Crypto-currency
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In recent years, the evolution of the Internet of Things (IoT) [17–19] has revolutionized
the way that people are living their lives. IoT is comprised of several thousand devices that
monitor the environment, collect sensory information, and disseminate the information
to some central location. Amongst the various applications, healthcare is one of the
most emerging areas [20,21]. To maintain the health and fitness of individuals, doctors
and physicians often recommend regular exercise. In this regard, individuals must spare
their time for daily fitness activities and keep track of the appropriate diet plan to maintain
better health. Like other applications of the IoT, some of the latest IoT devices [22–24] are
available to track their fitness records. The Internet of Things (IoT) technology that is used
to establish a connection among humans and peripherals is referred to as the Internet of
Everything (IoE) [25]. The applications of the IoE include intelligent automotive, smart
homes, smart fitness center, and smart vehicles [21,26–28], etc. In the case of a smart fitness
center, several IoT sensor-based fitness wearables are planted in various parts of the trainee
to acquire the fitness-related data to track individual fitness activities. The IoT plays a
significant role in revolutionizing the fitness industry like the way trainers facilitate trainee
training. Moreover, many critical issues are also addressed while using IoT fitness sensors,
such as muscle imbalance, injury risks, and fitness time [29].

IoT plays an important role in the development of trainee by linking data from
multiple fitness devices with enhanced analytics, which allow the trainer to process a
massive amount of data in real-time. Furthermore, several IoT embedded fitness devices
provide safety to the trainee, for instance, addressing muscle imbalance, managing workout
plan, and notifying trainees when to take rest. These fitness embedded devices also keep
track of each trainee activity while training. The IoT stipulates viable solutions for efficiently
optimizing the productions in diversified domains. Despite having immense capabilities,
the IoT suffers from various issues that are currently being addressed by the scientific
community. The issues include big data analytics, security, connectivity, centralization,
hardware capabilities, user data privacy, and GIS visualization, etc.

In recent years, the use of machine learning approaches has obtained wide acceptance
in various applications [30]. These approaches are mainly used to apply data analytics to
extract the hidden patterns and valuable information from the historical data to formulate
and predict the future [31]. The data analytics allow users to consider latent patterns of the
IoT data to provide Quality of Services. Because the IoT devices data are scattered over
the servers in different formats and shapes, they are difficult to process using traditional
approaches. Therefore, companies and users require a solution that can process data,
and apply feature engineering on such a huge amount of IoT data [32]. According to
Chung et al. [33], IoT applications are producing a considerable amount of data. The IoT
applications exhibit poor performance when it comes to big data analysis. To date,
the scientific community has presented different methods that rely on Artificial Intelligence
(AI) based technologies, like Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Deep Learning (DL), to
address the aforementioned issues [34]. The deep learning (DL) approaches have the
potential to analyze massive amount of data for the tasks that require decision-making, as
well as the prediction, classification, and detection of future demands in IoT. It provides the
facility to extract features and scales the IoT big data gathered from multiple IoT devices.
The combination of IoT and AI provides benefits in enhancing the performance of the IoT
applications [35]. Lee et al. [36] presented an IoT model that is user-oriented and harnesses
two types of approaches: (1) an uncertainty-driven arbitration and (2) bidirectional processing.
The uncertainty-driven arbitration is utilized for big data analytic and the bidirectional
processing is accountable for human knowledge and and communication networks.

The fitness data of the gymmers are of significant importance, and the integrity of
this information is ultimately a big requirement during the the fitness training. In storing
and processing of information on the Fog/edge, one question may arise whether the data
has not been tampered, altered, or falsified due to any reasons. The information can be
altered/modified according to the service providers interest, so this information may not be
reliable. Therefore, there is a need to verify that information has not been altered/tampered.
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Recently, blockchain-based solutions have been introduced to provide various security
services [18]. Like other applications, the Blockchain also offers a solution to verify the
trustworthiness of information.

Nowadays, many researchers are using blockchain in big data analytics for data
validation. At present, blockchain technology is a well-hyped innovation amongst researchers
and, with time, it will become more popular and be widely adopted in several fields, from
e-commerce to healthcare and image processing [37]. Since blockchain was developed in
2008, it has revolutionized the way that we automate transactions as well as deal, track, and
trace payment logs [38]. Blockchain can perform effectively by eradicating the demand of
central management to verify and govern the transactions and transfer control authority to
every network participant to authenticate transactions. In the blockchain, every transaction
is only signed and verified by the authorized and authentic participant of the network.
Each transaction in the blockchain is secure using cryptographic hash algorithms, where
mining nodes verified and signed the transaction and also maintained the entire ledger
replica, which consists of transaction chained blocks [20,21,39–42]. This blockchain feature
establishes a shared, synchronized, and secure record along with the timestamped value
that is impossible to alter.

Currently, another eminent domain that is gaining attention is machine learning,
which is used to learn, infer, and comply based on acquired IoT data. Similarly, blockchain
technology also plays significantly in the field of computer science by controlling and
wielding raw data. The incorporation of unclean IoT sensor data, for instance, missing data
fields, redundancy, and incorrect data format, is considered to be the biggest challenge in
the data science field. Using the help of blockchain-based smart contract, the data can be
easily validated for data analytics.

The main contributions of this paper are contemplated below:

• The main aim of this research is to propose an enhanced smart contract based
intelligent fitness service in blockchain networks.

• The proposed intelligent service model is based on an enhanced smart contract enabled
relationship and a real-time inference engine that is used to infer new knowledge
from the IoT environment and store the mined knowledge into the blockchain ledger.

• The proposed system is based on a permissioned blockchain model, where the IoT
device information is secured and only authorized users can access the system logs
and transaction history.

• The proposed blockchain model is a lightweight solution where the interactive client
application uses the RESTful API to communicate between the IoT devices and
blockchain network. The inclusion of RESTful API improves the system performance
by providing the data offloading computation functionality.

• The proposed work also develops a prototype application for an intelligent fitness
service, which demonstrates the strength of the proposed IoT blockchain architecture.

• The intelligent fitness service investigates the fitness data to recommend the diet and
workout plan to the trainee.

• FInally, the robustness and effectiveness of the intelligent fitness service is evaluated
using the Hyperledger Caliper in terms of latency, throughput, and resource utilization.
The obtained results speak about the efficiency of the proposed system.

The rest of the paper is organized, as follows: a brief overview of the related work
is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the conceptual design of the proposed
IoT blockchain architecture with a detailed description of the selected case study. A detailed
discussion of the experimental setup and implementations is provided in Section 4. Section 5
contemplates the predictive analytics for secure fitness service and the discussion regarding
the performance analysis is outlined in Section 6. Finally, we conclude this paper in
Section 7 with an outlook toward our future work.
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2. Literature Review

In this section, we discuss the existing work related to blockchain that is integrated
with artificial intelligence and IoT. We also explain how modern technology, such as
blockchain with artificial intelligence transform IoT. Blockchain technology provides a
distributed and decentralized platform for IoT applications. In contrast, artificial intelligence
is used for processing and analyzing the data in the IoT based applications, provides,
decisions making functionalities and intelligence for the device to human. Moreover, we
summarize the state-of-art existing studies in Tables 2 and 3.

2.1. Blockchain and Artificial Intelligence in IoT

During the past few years, many researchers have published and addressed the
research problem of artificial intelligence in blockchain, blockchain in artificial intelligence,
and IoT and blockchain using artificial intelligence. Atlam et al. [35] presented an overview
of the IoT and artificial intelligence along with opportunities and benefits in different
artificial intelligence-based IoT application. Moreover, the author also described the
blockchain technology, which is categorized into four sub-categories, i.e., blockchain
characteristic and its taxonomy, blockchain application, consensus algorithm, and existing
challenges. Wright et al. [43] presented a smart contract that is based on smart edge using
the Ethereum platform. The defined platform enables offload calculation on nodes in a
reliable way to verify edge devices in the trade of payment. Salah et al. [44] investigated the
robustness and effectiveness of blockchain-enabled artificial intelligence along with open
challenges that utilize artificial intelligence in the blockchain. The author also demonstrates
the blockchain applications along with open issues while targeting artificial intelligence.
Qian et al. [45] investigated the IoT based on three layers, such as the network layer,
perception layer, and application layer, where blockchain technology provides the security
for several open research and IoT devices problems. This system also addresses abnormal
network traffic monitoring using identity verification and machine learning algorithms.
Kshetri et al. [46] divide IoT platform based on four categories, i.e., capacity and costs
constraints, server unavailability and cloud server down-time, deficient architecture,
and susceptibility to manipulation. Nowadays, many IoT platform integrated with
artificial intelligence and blockchain lacks several issues, like privacy, low latency, low
accuracy, centralization, and a massive amount of data. Rathore et al. [47] demonstrate
the IoT platform security architecture to provide scalable and secure IoT data to IoT
platform in a decentralized manner. This system solves the issue of data centralization
in IoT network. Rathore et al. [34] present the data security model using a deep neural
network-integrated with blockchain in an IoT platform. The investigated platform enhances
system performance in terms of accuracy and latency. Likewise, Atlam et al. [35] describe
the effectiveness and robustness of IoT and artificial intelligence, which improves the
system performance in terms of operating efficiency. The presented work is based on
IoT application.

Most of the studies mentioned above are focused on blockchain that is integrated
with artificial intelligence. However, these studies have many shortcomings in terms of
latency, security, scalability, privacy, and throughput. Table 2 summarizes the state-of-arts
comparison of existing studies with several technological aspects, such as efficiency, smart
contract, access policy, functionality, crypto-currency, and consensus algorithms.
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Table 2. Critical analysis of existing studies related to Internet of Things (IoT) blockchain and artificial intelligence.

Name Year Smart
Contract

Technological
Aspects Consensus Access

Policy Crypto-Currency Functionality

Rathore et al. [34] 2019 Yes Blockchain+AI Complete
Nodes Not Defined Yes BlockDeepNet

Rathore et al. [47] 2019 Yes Blockchain+AI Complete
Nodes Premissionless No

Security
Architecture
for IoT Network
in Smart City

Salah et al. [44] 2019 Not Defined Blockchain+AI Complete
Nodes

Premissioned/
Permissionless Not Defined

Healthcare,
Microgrid,
Farming,
Ocean exploration,
Banking

Atlam et al. [35] 2018 Not Defined IoT+AI Complete
Nodes Not Defined Not Defined IoT Platform

Wright et al. [43] 2018 Yes
Blockchain+IoT
+Edge
Computing

Complete
Nodes Premissionless No IoT Platform

Qian et al. [45] 2018 No Blockchain+IoT Complete
Nodes Not Defined No Security Architecture

for IoT Network

Kshetri et al. [46] 2017 No Blockchain+IoT Complete
Nodes Not Defined No IoT Platform

Proposed
Solution 2020 Yes

Blockchain+AI
+IoT+
Inference
Engine

Arbitrary
Nodes Permissioned No

Intelligent Fitness
Service Based on
IoT Blockchain
Platform

2.2. Blockchain in Fitness

Over the past several years, many electronic devices have assisted humanity in sharing,
digitizing, and presenting fitness-related data to both the trainer and trainee. In this section,
we will investigate a few fitness applications based on blockchain.

Elliott et al. [48] presented an incentive-based application that encourages users to
perform physical activities. This work aims to demonstrate and measure the change
in the user physical activity, such as daily step count. Derlyatka et al. [49] proposed a
sweatcoin that acts as a digital currency that is used as an incentive provided by the user
in exchange for the physical activity. The goal of this is a startup is to use user personal
physical data in the form of step-count and return, provide an incentive in the form of
sweatcoin. In 2018, a Switzerland based startup head by Joseph Anthony developed an
application that monitors user physical activity. The startup is named as Run2Play, which
aims to incentivize users for physical activity [50]. In 2017, Martin presented an Ethereum
startup, named Movement app, which aims to incentivize users for physical activities,
such as jogging and running, while using a treadmill and any outside physical activity.
The startup also built a market place where the user of the movement app can use their
token to purchase fitness gears and nutrition, as well as register for online fitness and
yoga courses. Moreover, the user of movement app can also exchange the token into
other cryptocurrency [51]. In 2016, Jaroslav developed a fitness application that aims to
educate people on how to exercise properly. The startup is named as Truegym, which
is Ethereum based uses machine learning approaches that analyze fitness data acquired
from trainer and devices to recommend training plan for every user [52]. In 2018, Drake
designed a fitness application named as The Hustle. The Hustle is an Ethereum based
blockchain application aims to promote wellness, health and fitness and also incentivize
for staying healthy. The startup develops an Ethereum token that is rewarded to each user
who participates in fitness-related activities. The HUSL token is transferred to each users
application builtin wallet, which can be easily exchanged into other currencies, such as,
ETH, BTC, or USD [53]. Table 3 presents the contemporary fitness application based on
blockchain.
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Table 3. Critical analysis of existing studies for fitness service.

Authors Year Approach Platform Objective Limitations

Joseph Fargnoli and
Chelsey Clime 2018 Run2Play [50] Ethereum

Store health fitness data and
incentivize user with RUNtoken.
Gaming application based on
augmented reality utilizing RUNCoin
proof-of-fitness, and proof-of-stake
in order to reward
users for fitness activity.

Low Scalability.
Hosted on public
server. Required
high computation.

Martin Holt 2017 Movement [51] Ethereum

Incentivize users for physical
activities, such as jogging, running,
using a treadmill and any outside
physical activity

Low Efficiency.
Less secure.
Low scalability.
Required mining

Jaroslav Štreit 2016 Truegym [52] Ethereum

Truegym is Ethereum based uses
machine-learning approach that
analyze fitness data acquired from
trainer and devices to recommend
training plan for every user.
Incentivize users with TGC Token
as a reward in exchange for physical
activity.

Low Efficiency.
Less Secure.
Low scalability.
Required mining

Kristopher Floyd 2018 TeamMate [54] Ethereum

Store healthcare data such as vital
sign and fitness data such as users
physical activities. Incentivize user
with TMT token through consensus
algorithm via smart contract.

High energy
consumption.
Less secure.
Low Scalability.
Required mining

Bryan Seiler 2018 Fitrova [55] Ethereum

Fitness application aims to store
fitness user data. Develop FRV
a token which provides concise and
clear payment, secure and lightweight
payment transferring platform.

Low throughput.
High energy
consumption.
Less secure.
low scalability

Drake Blankenship 2018 The Hustle [53] Ethereum
Promoting wellness, health
and fitness. Incentivize user
for staying healthy.

High latency.
Low efficiency.
High power
consumption.
low scalability.

Daniel Sanchez 2019 180NF [56] Stellar

Recommend wellness, workout, diet
and nutrition. Scheduling personalized
exercise and training. Incentivize user
with a token in exchange of data.

Less Scalability.
low throughput.
High power
consumption.

Robert Maxwell 2017 FIT Token [57] Ethereum

Blockchain-based sport and fitness
an application that allows the user to
use FIT token to buy memberships
and make a booking at sport and
fitness entertainment.

Required high
energy consumption
for token mining.
less scalable.
low performance
efficiency.

Jean-Michel Alfieri 2019 StepChain Ethereum

A responsive fitness application reward
users in exchange for physical activities
and calories burned. Acquired data from
built-in smartphone sensors. Introduced
StepCoins.Track fitness progress.

Required high mining
cost. less scalable.
Less secure.
High latency.

Proposed System 2020 Intelligent
Fitness Service

Hyperledger
Fabric

Intelligent fitness service based on
smart contract enabled inference engine.
The real-time inference engine derived
new body composition function from
the user and device network. The
blockchain platform also recommend
diet plan, and fitness plan for trainee.
Moreover, the system also predict the
future diet plan and workout plan.

Limited network size.
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As aforementioned, these blockchain-based platforms are either not permissionless or
open-source; hence, the general user is unable to upgrade or modify the existing system
for their purpose. Moreover, the majority of the methods presented in the literature review
are related to IoT and blockchain with theoretical knowledge of artificial intelligence, or
they incentivize user with a token for providing fitness data. Nonetheless, none of any
previously presented systems use real-time inference engine to drive body composition
function using a permissioned blockchain platform that is known as Hyperledger fabric.
Furthermore, most of the existing fitness applications discussed above use the inherent
crypto-currency, which decreased the performance of the system in terms of computational
power during the transaction. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there has been no
functional smart contract centric relationship and inference engine model developed for
deriving body composition from IoT fitness environment.

3. Proposed Relationship and Inference Mechanism of Smart Contract Based on User
and IoT Device Profile
3.1. Intelligent Service Model Based on Enhanced Smart Contract

The Internet of Things (IoT) comprises of devices that generate, process, and exchange
huge amount of critical data as well as privacy-sensitive information. To assure user privacy,
a light-weight, transparent, high-throughput, and scalable blockchain IoT platform has
been introduced to safeguard users’ privacy. Figure 1 presents the intelligent service model
that is based on enhanced smart contract with a relationship and inference engine in an IoT
network that consists of four modules, such as application, service framework, blockchain
network, and IoT network. The application module comprises of a client and administrator
whose responsibility is to interact with the front-end using the Representational State
Transfer Application Programming Interface (RESTful API). Similarly, the service framework
is responsible for services that are related to device registration, user identity, user registration,
recommendation, and blockchain adopter, etc. These services are offered by intelligent
IoT blockchain architecture, which performs user and device management. The user and
device manager are used to acquire data from the IoT and user network. The data that are
gathered from the user manager include user activity and user profile, whereas the device
manager manages data related to the device profile and device usage data. The intelligent
blockchain smart contract consists of relationship and inference engine, which is used to
calculate and infer new knowledge from the user and device manager. The data from the
user and IoT network are stored into the blockchain and visualized to the client application
using the blockchain adopter. Finally, the blockchain network is a distributed ledger
technology consisting of several peers that are used to track, authenticate, and execute the
set of transactions in a Peer-to-Peer network. The distributed ledger is a shared replica of
data that are available across the blockchain network where all of the participants of the
network can have the same copy of the ledger.

Any modifications to the ledger are reflected in all copies across the entire blockchain
network. The smart contract in the blockchain is a chaincode that is triggered by the clients
through client application to access and modify the ledger. The smart contract is installed
and initiated on each peer in the blockchain network. The identity manager provides the
authentication and authorization, where only valid participants can join the blockchain
network. The application layer provides various services and visualizes meaningful data
from physical devices.

3.2. Intelligent Service Architecture Based on Enhance Smart Contract

Figure 2 presents the proposed intelligent service architecture that is based on enhanced
smart contract, which is comprised of five layers, such as service layer, application layer,
intelligent blockchain layer, data acquisition and aggregation layer, and physical layer.
The proposed intelligent service architecture is based on modular design where each
layer is decoupled from other layers that provide ease to the developer to modify or
replace the existing modules without a fallout of the entire system. The physical layer
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consists of IoT and user network where historical data are stored in the knowledge base.
The data acquisition and aggregation layer acquires the data from the IoT and user network.
Moreover, this layer also performs some additional data functionalities, such as statistical
analysis and elimination of redundant data.

Client Administrator

Application

Device 

Manager
User Manager

Blockchain Network

Enhanced Smart Contract

Relationship 

Engine

Inference Engine  

of IoT Device 

and User

Node Storage
Identity 

Management

Communication Interface

IoT Network 

Device 1 Device 2 Device 3 Device 4 Device 5 Device n

Device 

Usage Data

Device 

Profile

User 

Activity

User Profile

Service Framework

Device 

Registration

User Identity and 

Registration

Prediction and 

Recommendation

Blockchain 

Adopter

Figure 1. Proposed intelligent service model based on enhanced smart contract with relationship
and inference engine in IoT network.

Services 1 Services 2 Services n

Application 1 Application 2 Application 3 Application n

Inference Engine Relationship Engine

User Profile Device Profile

History Data 1

History Data 2

History Data n

Knowledge RepositoryIoT Network 

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4 Sensor 5 Sensor n

Data Acquisition

and Aggregation

Application Layer

Service Layer

Intelligent

Blockchain

Identity 

Management
Consensus Manager

Enhanced Smart Contract

Distributed 

Ledger

API 

Interface

P2P

Protocol

User Network 

U1 U2 U3

User Activity Device Usage Data

Figure 2. Proposed intelligent service architecture based on enhanced smart contract with relationship
and inference engine in IoT network.
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The intelligent blockchain layer consists of various services, such as identity management,
consensus manager, distributed ledger, API interface, P2P protocol, and smart contract
functionality. The identity management is used for identifying, authorizing, and authenticating
the users to have access to the proposed IoT blockchain application by associating user
rights along with established identities. The blockchain is distributed database technology
where each block contains a set of transactions which are cryptographically secure with
different kinds of encryption algorithms. Each node in the blockchain contains a replica
of the ledger, where any change in one copy will update other copies of ledger across
entire blockchain within the second to minutes. The events in the blockchain are triggered
based on the successful execution of the smart contract, which results in the creation of
a new block in the chain of network. The member service provider allow the users to
participate in the blockchain network by issuing the identity certificate approved by the
network members. The enhanced smart contract comprises of inference and a relationship
engine, which are used to calculate and infer new knowledge, useful patterns, and obtain
hidden insights from IoT devices and user network data. Lastly, the application layer offers
numerous services and interfaces that are provided by the service layer in order to expose
the functionality to the client applications.

3.3. Interaction Model of Proposed Intelligent IoT Blockchain Platform

Figure 3 presents the proposed intelligent service configuration based on an enhanced
smart contract in the IoT network. The designed intelligent service model is not limited to
technical infrastructure, but also a user service framework that exposes a smart contract
and distributed ledger as a service to the client application. The client application provides
a perceptive interface that supports intuitive services, like user enrollment, IoT device
registration, and user-device data calculation, which is used to submit transaction proposals
to the blockchain network. The user enrollment is mandatory before submitting the
transaction proposal, which generates a private secret key that is used to sign the transaction.
The transaction is the process of reading and writing IoT device data from the ledger that
execute across the entire blockchain network. The system users, like admin, can submit the
transaction like register a new IoT device, user profile management, relationship engine,
or generate a new task via IoT server. Afterwards, the IoT server transfers the request
to the blockchain to perform specific tasks. The IoT server also transfers the task request
from client application to the IoT devices and sends back the response, like personal user
data, to the client application in real-time. Because the blockchain platform provides
authentication and authorization to the participants, the related transactions can be directly
executed by the specific participants. The IoT data status, for instance, in the case of
smartwatch, the heart rate data are stored into the ledger and notify to clients based on the
threshold defined in the smart contract. The notification is sent to the client application if
the value exceeds the verge level. The enhanced smart contract consists of a relationship
and inference engine that is used to calculate and derive additional knowledge and features
from the IoT device and user network data.
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Figure 3. Detailed intelligent service configuration based on enhanced smart contract enabled
relationship and inference engine in IoT network.

3.4. Execution Flow of Proposed Intelligent IoT Blockchain Platform

Figure 4 shows the workflow of intelligent service based on an enhanced smart
contract enabled relationship and inference engine in IoT network. The system user is
allowed to connect and employ network provided services. The system user inputs the
information that is related to IoT devices and users, like device profile, device usage data,
user profile, and user activity from the client application. The information is sent within the
request header where the request is forward to IoT server, which, in return, trigger different
services, like device registration, user-device calculation, and inference engine defined in
the enhanced smart contract. The relationship engine is a chain code that is defined in
the smart contract to deduce real-time inferred knowledge that is based on the currently
entered data. Afterwards, the execution of the consensus algorithm starts in the blockchain
network, where the real-time inferred knowledge is stored in the state database and every
network peer affixes the transaction into the blockchain network. The response notification
of successful transaction which updates the ledger state is sent the client. Furthermore,
the enhanced smart contract also supports inference engine functionality where the new
knowledge is inferred from the historical data of the user and IoT devices, as defined in the
smart contract. Likewise, the system user can also invoke some task-related services, like
acquired data, from the IoT devices and send back the response transaction result to the
IoT server, from where it was visualized to the client application through Http protocol.
The successful transaction is stored in the blockchain network and updated into the ledger
state by every peer.
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Figure 4. Sequence diagram of intelligent service based on enhanced smart contract enabled relationship and inference
engine in IoT network.

4. Intelligent Fitness Service Model Based on Relationship and Inference Engine

Inference refers to deriving additional knowledge from already known facts. In
machine learning, the dataset provides base knowledge, whereas the machine learning
algorithms traverse the data for different patterns to form some general rules that are
inherent in the data. The rules are then applied to the new data to infer new knowledge that
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is not part of the data, but satisfies the rules. For this, different methodologies are presented
to code rules and decode them for new data. Fuzzy logic is one unique technique being
widely adopted to infer knowledge from the data using fuzzy set techniques. Different rule
engines, such as Drools and alike, are also introduced whose job is to form optimal rules
based on the patterns within the data and applies the rules to infer new knowledge from
the data. The flow of intelligent fitness service model based on relationship and inference
engine is also defined in flow chart as shown in Figure 5. In the proposed intelligent fitness
blockchain platform, we introduced an enhanced smart contract-based inference engine
which uses real-time IoT fitness device and user profile data to infer new knowledge, as
presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Flow chart of intelligent fitness service model based on enhanced smart contract enabled
relationship and inference engine in IoT network.
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Figure 6. Enhanced smart contract for intelligent fitness service based on real-time inference engine

The body measurements data thata re based on the user profile and IoT fitness
device data are used to derive new knowledge, such as Fat-Free Mass (FFM), Body Mass
Index (BMI), Body Fat Percentage (BFP), Body Fat Mass (BFM), Waist/Hip Ratio (WHR), and
Basal Metabolism Rate (BMR), as defined in the smart contract, as shown in Figure 7.
The BMI calculation is used to determine body weight status, i.e., overweight, normal,
or underweight, as presented in Table 4. The BMI is computed using the following
Equation (1).

Body Mass Index =
weight (Kg)
height2 (m)

(1)

where weight and height is acquired from IoT fitness device and user profile.

Table 4. Body mass index range.

Type Range

Under weight BMI < 18.5
Normal weight 18.5 ≤ BMI ≤ 24.9
Over weight 25 ≤ BMI ≤ 29.9
Obesity 30 ≤ BMI ≤ 35

Similarly, BFP is also called as adipose tissue in the form of lipids. There are many
ways to calculate the BFP; however, in the proposed intelligent smart contract-based
inference engine, we compute the BFP using Equation (2).

Body Fat Percentage = α× BMI + β× Age− γ (2)

where α, β, and γ are constant, where the values depend on the input data, i.e., user and
fitness device data. According to the American Council on Exercise, the value of α and β is
1.20 and 0.23, respectively, for both male and female. However, the value of γ varies in case
of male and female, e.g., (Male = 16.2, Female = 5.4). Table 5 summarized the BFP range for
both male and female.
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Table 5. Body fat percentage range.

Type Gender Range

Athletes Male 6% ≤ BFP ≤ 13%
Female 14% ≤ BFP ≤ 20%

Average Male 18% ≤ BFP ≤ 24%
Female 25% ≤ BFP ≤ 31%

Obese Male BFP > 25%
Female BFP > 32%

Likewise, the FFM is one of two human body constituents, i.e., fat and rest body.
The healthy FFM is similar to BFP, which is presented in Table 5. The FFM of the body is
measured using the following Equation (3):

Fat Free Mass = weight (Kg)× (1− BFP
100

) (3)

where BFP is taken from the Equation (2), and weight data are acquired from the user profile.
WHR is used to calculate the dimension ratio of the circumference of the weight over

the hip. WHR is used to identify several factors that are related to the health, such as
asthma, heart disease, and other health issues. The usual range of WHR for the male is
less than 0.90, whereas, for female, the normal range is less than 0.85. The WHR is simply
defined as the ratio of waist over the hip.

Finally, BMR is used to calculate the amount of calories per day required by the human
body while at rest. The BMR is computed using the following Equation:

Basal Metabolism Rate (Kcal/day) = K× weight (kg) + ω× height (cm)− K1 × age (year) + ε (Kcal/day) (4)

where ε is set based on gender data, e.g., (Male: +5, Female: −161). Similarly, K, ω, and K1
are the constants with the values 10, 6.25, and −5, respectively.

The output of the proposed fitness blockchain platform is derived from the fitness
devices, user profile, and user-device usage data using smart contract-based real-time
inference engine. The user device data calculation is monitored, analyzed, planed, and then
executed while using the mathematical model that is defined in the smart contract.

5. Development of Intelligent Fitness Services Based on Enhanced Smart Contract
Enabled Relationship and Inference Engine in IoT Network

The implementation of the proposed system is divided into five sub-components,
i.e., intelligent fitness blockchain network, fitness IoT server, IoT gateway implementation,
fitness blockchain front-end development, and predictive analytics model. The implementation
and experiments of the proposed platform are conducted on eighth-generation machine
equipped with Intel core i-5 processor along with 8 GB memory and Ubuntu Linux 18.04
LTS. For blockchain development, the docker engine 18.06.1-ce and docker composer 1.13.0
versions are used, which provide the development environment to set up the container
and docker image on the virtual machine. The docker composer provides the run-time
environment for the docker engine. Furthermore, we have used Hyperledger Fabric,
an open-source framework that is hosted by Linux Foundation, which is used for client
software toolkit (SDK) using Node 8.11.4 version. The composer web-playground is a web
interface used to develop smart contract using a component of the business network archive
(BNA). The database that is used for the back-end of the blockchain network is DBcouch
that determines the current state of the ledger. The composer command-line interface (CLI)
is used to perform smart contract management. Finally, the business logic of the proposed
system is exposed to front-end GUI using the REST API, which is generated through the
composer REST server. Similarly, the technologies and development environment for the
implementation requires IoT fitness device server that resides inside Raspberry Pi, which
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acts as an IoT gateway. Moreover, we have installed Android Things on the Raspberry
Pi to provide Java language programming support. The MQTT communication protocol
is used to communicate between the IoT server and the device server, whereas HTTP is
used for communication between blockchain and device server. Physical devices (such as
Spirometer, Stationary Bike, Wireless heart rate meter, Treadmill, Dynamometer, and fitness
watch, etc.) are abstracted into MQTT resources as components of the server. The server
identifies each resource with the unique URI. For the front-end of the blockchain-based
intelligent, personalized fitness data safety platform, we used multiple programming
languages, such as JavaScript, Cascading Style Sheet (CSS), and HTML. Moreover, we
also used open-source web development toolkits, such as jQuery and Bootstrap. Lastly,
in order to implement the predictive analytic model, we have used PyCharm Professional
2020 as an IDE with Python programming language. Deep neural network and support
vector regressor are utilized to implement the prediction of the workout and diet plan.
We have used jQuery plug-in Notify.js for generating a customizable notification to the
end-user. The end-users can subscribe the blockchain services by submitting a transaction
through REST API using the HTTP communication protocol. Table 6 summarizes the details
regarding the complete development environment for the intelligent fitness service (based
on enhanced smart contract enabled relationship and inference engine in IoT network).

Table 6. Development environment for the intelligent fitness service based on enhanced smart contract enabled relationship
and inference engine in IoT network.

Module Component Description

Intelligent Fitness service

CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8500 CPU @3.00 CHz
Operating System Ubuntu Linux 18.04 LTS
Docker Engine Version 18.06.1-ce
Docker-Composer Version 1.13.0
IDE Composer Playground
Programming Language Node.js
Hyperledger Fabric Version 1.2
Node Version 8.11.4
Database Couch DB
Memory 12 GB

Fitness IoT Server

Hardware Arduino Uno
Server CoAP Server
Library/Framework Californium CoAP, Http URL Connection
Programming Language Arduino
Operating System Ubuntu Linux 18.04 LTS

IoT Gateway
Hardware Raspberry Pi-4
Server CoAP Server
Library/Framework Californium CoAP, Http URL Connection

Fitness Blockchain Web Application

Operating System Window 10
Browser Chrome, Firefox, IE
Programming Language HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Node.js
Library/Framework Notify.js, Californium CoAP, JQuery, Bootstrap

Predictive Analytics Model

Operating System Microsoft Windows 10
CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8500 CPU @3.00 CHz
Main Memory 16GB RAM
Core Programming Language Python
IDE PyCharm Professional 2020

ML Algorithm 1. Deep Neural Network
2. Support Vector Regressor
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5.1. Use-Case Implementation and Deployment

The implementation of the proposed intelligent fitness service is visualized in Figure 7.
The implemented case study is based on blockchain-based intelligent fitness service,
where the trainee is equipped with multiple fitness devices, such as back-muscle meter,
dynamometer, weight machine, lat pull-down, treadmill, spirometer, stationary bike,
wireless heart-rate meter, and left refractometer, etc. The proposed platform is capable of
establishing a connection between the IoT fitness devices, IoT server, blockchain network,
and the predictive analytic model. The Raspberry-pi behave as an IoT gateway, which
is used to route fitness data to fitness IoT server. Similarly, the fitness IoT server is used
to process fitness data request and yield the user fitness data to the users through the
blockchain network. The IoT server provides the services, but, not being limited to the data
penetration, effectively furnishes the data in order to visualize to client end, and checking
the data threshold value. The proposed system uses Hyperledger fabric with four peers
and one orderer node in order to implement the blockchain network. The peers and orderer
resides in the docker container as an image. Every peer in the network contains a smart
contract and storage for data to write a transaction block to ledger. CouchDB is the database
used in the proposed blockchain platform, which acts as a state database providing rich
queries, where the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is used to model the smart contract
data. The data stored in the state database are in the form of key-value pair as well as
also in multiple key-value pair. Likewise, the REST server supports several RESTful APIs
that expose the back-end functionalities of blockchain to the front-end, as defined in the
smart contract. These RESTful API services can be accessed by either the IoT fitness devices
or front-end client application. Moreover, the RESTful API also host Fabric client, which
uses the Google remote procedure call (gRPC) system in order to communicate with the
Fabric network. The real-time inferred knowledge is computed using the smart contract,
which includes, but is not limited to, FFM, BMI, BFM, WHR, BFP, and BMR. Moreover,
the smart contract also supports the inference engine based on historical data of IoT fitness
devices and user information. Finally, the predictive analytic model predicts the workout
plan and diet plan for the trainee fitness management, which helps the fitness centre
to recommend healthy diets for the trainee to enhance fitness habits, nutrition, lifestyle,
and health. Furthermore, it will also help fitness owners to learn more about their members
to make better future decisions, such as creating different advertising campaigns that are
more effective.

Finally, all data are stored according to the timestamp, where any changes in the state
database are reflected across the whole blockchain network. The consistency of every
ledger copy is maintained and ensured by the consensus algorithm (i.e., PBFT considered
in this research), which is implemented in the orderer node. The main purpose of the
orderer node is to order the transaction based on first come first serve basis in the entire
blockchain network. Finally, the client-end is notified by emitting a notification from the
blockchain network while using Web-Sockets.
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Figure 7. Proposed intelligent fitness service based on enhanced smart contract enabled relationship and inference engine
in IoT network.

5.2. Smart Contract Modeling of the Case Study

In the proposed fitness blockchain platform, we have designed an intelligent smart
contract system that is based on the inference engine using the Hyperledger Composer.
The Hyperledger Composer is an open-source toolkit and framework used to develop
blockchain-based applications. The key concept of thge Hyperledger composer is Business
Network Definition, which is used to create a Business Network Archive (.bna) file.
The .bna is composed of model file (.cto), script file (.js), access control (.acl), and query
file (.qry). Furthermore, the .cto file is divided into transaction, assets, and participant.
Table 7 summarized the details of the transactions, assets and participants along with the
components and description. In the designed system, the participants are the users of the
business network, such as admin, trainee, and trainer, whose responsibility is to modify
the assets and submit transactions.

Similarly, the assets are the goods, properties, and services that are stored in registries.
In the proposed system, the assets are body measurements, features, work-out plan, fitness
goals, diet-plans, and fitness device records. Finally, the transactions are also part of the
smart contract which are used to interact with the assets. Through client application,
the transactions are invoked by the participants of the business network to modify assets
across multiple blockchain networks. Several transactions are defined, which are based
on inference engines, such as FFM, BFP, DMI, WHR, and BMR as defined in Figure 6.
Similarly, the .js file contains the transaction processor function, which is a combination
of logical operations using the inference engine that is defined in the smart contract. FFM
is a transaction function, which is used to calculate the body fats, based on the data that
are acquired from the IoT fitness devices and user profile information, also defined using
Equation (3). In the smart contract, the transaction processor functions are used to update
the value of the assets in the registry. Moreover, we also defined queries as a part of the
smart contract, being mainly written in the bespoke query language. Queries can be used
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to provide ease in extracting data from the blockchain network. The query structure is
divided into several components, such as description and statement. The descriptions are
the string that describes the function of the query, whereas the statement is the logical
operator that controls the behavior of query.

Table 7. Enhanced smart contract modeling for proposed intelligent fitness service.

Type Component Description

Transaction

Update Exercise Type Update the past visit workout plan in record (exercise type, reps)
Update workout Plan Rep Update the past visit workout plan in record (exercise type, reps)
Sensor Reading Acquired data from IoT fitness devices
Fat Free Mass Compute the Fat-Free Mass based on body measurement
Body Fat Percentage Compute the Body Fat Percentage based on body measurement
Body Mass Index Compute the Body Mass Index based on body measurement
Waist Hip Ratio Compute the Waist Hip Ratio based on body measurement
Basal Metabolism Rate Compute the Basal Metabolism Rate based on body measurement
Update Diet Information Update the Diet information array in record (date, diet products, time)
Share Record With Trainer Set the record access permission to a specific Trainer
Share Record With Trainee Set the record access permission to a specific Trainee
Historical Inferred knowledge Compute the inferred knowledge based on historical data(device and user profile)

Assets

Features Historical inferred knowledge deduce form historical data.
workout plan Record of weekly workout plan of trainee
Device Iot fitness devices used for acquiring values
Diet Plan Record of weekly diet plan of trainee
Goal Record of the goal computed based on reading acquired from IoT fitness devices.
Body Measurement Record of the body measurement values taken from IoT fitness devices
Fitness Record Record the details of the personalized fitness record of trainee along with assigned trainer.

Participants

Trainer Update the Personalized fitness record.
Pay membership bills

Trainee
Update the Personalized fitness record.
Create, update the fitness record(fitness devices,
diet plan, and workout plan).

Admin

Create, update the trainee appointment.
Create, update the membership bills.
Create, update the fitness records.
Send the membership bills to trainee.

The proposed fitness blockchain platform also supports RESTful application programming
interface (API), which was developed and generated using a composer-rest-server. The main
aim of RESTful API is to connect IoT device, web interface, and the blockchain network.
Moreover, the RESTful API is based on HTTP request, which comprises of media-type
and base URI that represents a data element state transition, such as Application/Json and
verbs, e.g., POST, GET, DELETE, and PUT. The verb indicates the action that is performed
on the request, whereas the URI implies the data entry path. In the designed fitness
blockchain platform, a Get request to the resource URI (e.g., /api/FitnessDevice) would
return the fitness device information. In contrast, the POST request to the similar resource
URI will store the data that are enclosed in the request header packet. Table 8 shows
the list of RESTFul API generated to expose the servers of a business network to the
client application.
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Table 8. RESTFul application programming interface (API) for proposed fitness blockchain platform.

Action Verb Media-Type URI

Fitness Device Management ALL

Application/JSON

/api/Devices
Fitness Record Management ALL /api/fitnessRecord
Diet Plan Management ALL /api/DietPlan
Workout Plan Management ALL /api/workoutPlan
Body Measurement GET /api/bodyMeasurement
Fat Free Mass GET /api/FFM
Body Mass Index GET /api/BMI
Waist Hip Ratio GET /api/WHR/
Basal Metabolic Rate GET /api/BMR
Fitness Device Reading GET, POST /api/FitnessReading
Historian Record GET /api/system/historian
Fetch All Identities GET /api/system/identities
Issue Identity to Participant POST /api/system/identities/issue
Blockchain Network Test GET /api/system/ping

5.3. Execution Procedure of the Case Study

Figure 8 presents the execution of the proposed intelligent fitness service based on
IoT and blockchain. In the start, the participants of the system, such as the admin of the
fitness centre, input the fitness device information through client application to register
a new fitness device. The fitness device information is sent through an IoT server that
processes and requests the REST server using the POST method. The payload request
contains device information that is submitted to the blockchain network through fitness
device registration transaction. The transaction is recorded in the blockchain file system
and the device information is stored in the state database. Likewise, the system users, like
Trainer, trainee, can request ReadBodyMeasurement transaction to IoT server, the request
is sent to the specific IoT fitness devices that collects the user personal fitness data and
visualizes the collected data to the client application through IoT server. Similarly, the IoT
fitness data POST request is sent to the REST Server, where data are processed and passed
to the inference engine.
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Figure 8. Intelligent smart contract based real-time inference engine.
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The inference engine is used to derive additional knowledge, such as FFM, BMI, BFM,
WHR, BFP, and BMR from the UserDeviceCalculation transaction along with the threshold
detection. The inferred knowledge is recorded in the state DB using the blockchain network.
All of the transactions triggered through client application are stored in the blockchain
file system, and the response to the transactions is emitted through WebSocket in the
client application.

6. Predictive Analytics Model for Secure Fitness Service

In this section, we use the IoT fitness data, apply pre-processing, and select the strongly
correlated features and perform prediction while considering several renowned prediction
algorithms. In this research, we acquired IoT fitness data from the fitness centre of Jeju
national university, South Korea. The dataset is comprised of the following attributes:
trainee name, along with other personal information, monthly Diet plan, monthly workout
plan, and IoT fitness device information, such as device name, device type, model, etc.
The acquired IoT fitness dataset consists of 100,000 personalized fitness record over
the last eight years (2013–2020). The diet and workout plan is prepared based on the
following fitness types, i.e., normal, obesity, and athlete, to maintain the health profile of
fitness trainee.

The predictive analytic model in the proposed intelligent IoT fitness service consists
of the following phases, such as data collection of IoT fitness data, data pre-processing,
data normalization, training and testing machine learning-based prediction models, and
performance evaluation. In the pre-processing data layer, the raw data are transformed into
reliable data to discover hidden patterns and knowledge using deep learning approaches.
The process of data pre-processing starts with data cleaning, which is used to remove
duplication, blank space, change the text to upper/lower case, and spell-check. After
cleaning, the next step is data integration, which is used to integrate the data from the
various sources to provide the user with the unified view of data and format data for
mining the patterns. Afterwards, data transformation is applied to the resultant dataset.
Data transformation can be performed while using different approaches, e.g., feature
construction, generalization, normalization, and smoothing, etc. In the proposed system,
we performed normalization to scale the data of an attribute in a range between 0–1.
In general, normalization is required when we have attributes with different scale, so
normalization brings all of the attributes on the same scale. Missing values in data is
due to a faulty sampling and acquisition process. The missing values can produce biased
estimation, inaccurate statistical estimations, and sometimes invalid conclusions. In the
proposed system, we fill the missing values using the probabilistic model that is based on
maximum likelihood. Finally, the proposed system is assessed using various renowned
machine learning-based classifiers considered in this study, which are decision tree (DT),
logistic regression (LR), support vector machine (SVM), and K-nearest neighbours (K-NN).

The scalability and robustness of the proposed intelligent fitness service are assessed
using trainee body composition functions. In the proposed system, we have computed
body composition functions, which consist of the following features, such as FFM, BFP,
BMI, BMR, and WHR. These features are used as inputs to the machine learning algorithms
for recommending diet and workout plan. This system utilizes the IoT fitness dataset,
which consists of labels that include diet plan 1, diet plan 2, diet plan 3, workout plan 1,
workout plan 2, and workout plan 3. The (Diet plan 1, workout plan 1) is for regular and
average trainees, (Diet plan 2, workout plan 2) is for obesity trainees, and (Diet plan 3,
workout plan 3) is for athletes, as shown in Table 9.
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Table 9. Summary of the use case for different workout and diet plan recommendation based on the body composition
function values.

Case ID Trainee
ID #

Body Composition Function Reading Recommendation

FFM BFP BMI BMR WHR Diet Plan Workout Plan

1 Trainee 1 26 28 32 1842 1.9 Diet Plan 2 Workout Plan 2
2 Trainee 2 21 23 22 1648 0.97 Diet Plan 1 Workout Plan 1
3 Trainee 3 11 10 20 1552 0.98 Diet Plan 3 Workout Plan 3
4 Trainee 4 30 29 33 1792 1.5 Diet Plan 2 Workout Plan 2
5 Trainee 5 29 27 35 1997 1.2 Diet Plan 2 Workout Plan 2

Furthermore, the fitness data are used to test different machine learning models, such
as DT, LR, SVM, and K-NN. These learning models are trained and tested on the fitness
dataset, where the data distribution ratio for the training and testing is 80:20. Ten-fold
cross-validation is used to evaluate the learning models used in the proposed system.
The accuracy of different machine model is evaluated using two scenarios, i.e., the accuracy
with unprocessed data, and the accuracy with the processed data, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Performance results of different learning methods for IoT fitness dataset.

Several experiments were performed to investigate the performance of the contemporary
ML approaches. The obtained results show that the SVM model outperformed K-NN, LR,
and DT approaches by attaining 92% accuracy. The classifiers are trained and tested on the
IoT fitness dataset and they are evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation.

Table 10, summarized the results of performance evaluation of the implemented model
based on classification. It is estimated that the SVM classifier model outperformed DT, LR,
and K-NN in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and f-measure.

Table 10. Performance evaluation based on reduced set of features using different classification models.

Classifiers (%) Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F-Measure (%)

DT 85.4 84.2 81.6 82.8
LR 89.3 83.1 84.3 85.3
SVM 92.1 86.5 86.2 87.2
K-NN 84.2 84.0 80.4 82.2

Figure 10 visualizes the performance analysis based on different classification model,
i.e., DT, LR, and SVM. Several performance metrics are used to evaluate the proposed
fitness framework. It is evident from the graph that the SVM model performed well in terms
of precision, recall, and f-measure, with scores of 86.5%, 86.2%, and 87.2%, respectively.
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Figure 10. Performance evaluation using different classification models in terms of precision, recall,
and f-measure.

7. Performance Analysis

This section presents the performance evaluation and experimental results of the
proposed blockchain-based Intelligent fitness service.

The obtained results of the proposed Intelligent fitness service based on IoT blockchain
platform are presented, as follows. Figure 11 shows the main dashboard of the proposed
system, which shows the core functionality of the designed intelligent fitness service.
The core functionalities include trainee profile, trainer profile, fitness services, fitness device
profile, and fitness record history. Moreover, the dashboard also shows the smart contract
enabled inference engine based body measurement calculator that includes, e.g., FFM,
BFP (%), BMI (Kg/m2), BMR (Kcal), WHR, and Bpm. Furthermore, the dashboard also
includes information that is related to user personal fitness record, along with trainee
management, trainer management, fitness record management, device management,
and membership management. The user personal fitness record for every trainee along with
workout-plan, diet-plan, user-device data, and body measurement for every individual
trainee is mentioned in the dashboard, where the authorized users can perform CRUD
operation. Similarly, the configuration analysis of blockchain network is also visualized
in terms of the number of transactions, blocks, arbitrary nodes, and chain code. Finally,
the trainee registration, (such as successful registration and registration request) in the
fitness management system monthly-wise is also visualized in the dashboard. This data
analytic module provides useful knowledge from the fitness data, which helps in gaining
significant market in the fitness industry.
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Figure 11. Intelligent fitness service front-end user interface.

7.1. Security Analysis

The security is analyzed against the attacks in the proposed fitness framework.

• Key Attack: the secure fitness framework uses the encryption based on elliptic curve
that is used to create the key pair which is difficult to compute by the attacker.
The private key generation by solving elliptic curve mechanism requires high computation
power, which is difficult for the intruder. The private key is normally distributed
among every node for each session agreement.

• False Data Injection Attack: in the proposed blockchain framework, the consensus
mechanism is carried out before record validation. Every node verifies and authenticates
the integrity of fitness record after successful consensus mechanism.

• Man in Middle Attack: the fitness framework assures and safeguards bilateral authentication
and authorization between nodes, as a temporary private key is used for every session
agreement, which avoids man in the middle attack.

• Replay Attack: in proposed fitness framework, a separate private key is used for
session agreement among nodes. The separate private key prevents the replay attack.

The developed framework provides an intriguing solution for IoT fitness devices.
Moreover, the secure framework encompasses data protection, locking access to fitness
devices and the consensus mechanism (PBFT), which enables fault tolerance for IoT fitness
devices. Furthermore, the data encryption and decentralization functionality of blockchain
provides the data security for IoT devices. The smart contracts functionality intensifies
trust in IoT fitness devices and scales down the potential costs. Asymmetric encryption
is considered to be the underlying technology used to safeguard the blockchain security.
The encryption based on asymmetric comprised of public and private key is used to provide
the functionality of digital signatures and data encryption. The asymmetric cryptography
not only provides a transaction verification and signature, but also ensures the IoT fitness
data security in blockchain. The main function of blockchain is to record the data into the
block in a secure way where each transaction is verified by the other nodes within the
blockchain network.
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7.2. Performance Evaluation

The working of the proposed intelligent blockchain fitness service is assessed using
Hyperledger Caliper [58]. Hyperledger Caliper is a Linux based open-source benchmarking
tool that is used to evaluate the performance of the blockchain-based platform. In the
designed system, the performance is measured in terms of transaction latency, Transactions
Per Second (TPS), and resource utilization. Table 11 summarizes the Hyperledger calliper
environment with the technologies used along with the description.

Table 11. Environmental Setup of Hyperledger Caliper.

Component Description

Docker Engine Version 18.06-ce
CLI Tool Node-gyp
Docker-Composer Version 1.130
Node v8.11.4

7.3. Simulation Results

Figure 12 contemplates the transaction per second (TPS) results, also known as
throughput of the proposed blockchain-based intelligent fitness service. The experiments
are carried using Hyperledger Caliper, where we have considered different user groups
to evaluate the performance of proposed intelligent blockchain-based fitness service.
The defined user group is divided into three different sub-groups i.e., 500, 1000, and
1500 users. We also calculated some statistical measure, such as minimum, maximum,
and average throughput in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed case study
using IoT blockchain platform. Initially, we considered 500 users to evaluate the throughput
of the developed blockchain platform. It is observed that the throughput in the case of
500 users group remains stable with a minimum of 35 TPS and maximum of 43 TPS.
Similarly, in the case of 1000 users group, the number of transactions are balanced at
every elapsed time with a minimum of 57 TPS and a maximum of 68 TPS. Finally, for
the 1500 users group, the throughput is also steady with a minimum of 80 TPS and a
maximum of 95 TPS. It is observed that the throughput increases as the number of users
in the network increases. Moreover, increasing the number of users will not affect the
throughput or degrade the system performance in terms of transactions per second.
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In Figure 13, the invoked transaction latency of the proposed system concerning three
distinct users group is summarized in terms of minimum, maximum, and average latency.
The minimum transaction latency in the case of 500 users is 1937 ms, 2050 ms for 1000 users,
and 2125 ms for 1500 users. The maximum invoked latency is the latency of the particular
request that consumes maximum time to send a request to the blockchain from the client.
The maximum latency for different user groups, such as, for 500 users, the maximum
latency is 3312 ms, 3415 ms for 1000 users, and 3495 ms for 1500 ms. It is investigated from
the graph that the maximum latency slightly increases as the number of users increased.
Moreover, the stability and slight increase of latency are due to the intelligent smart contract
based on the inference engine that always executes the specific transaction as compared to
entire network transactions that improve the proposed blockchain performance.
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Figure 13. Invoke Transaction Latency.

In Figure 14, the query function of the proposed intelligent blockchain-based fitness
case study is evaluated in terms of latency. We have considered three different users groups
to access the performance of the designed blockchain platform. The user-group is 500 users,
1000 users, and 1500 users. The query transaction latency is the time of getting a response
from the blockchain network. The query transaction latency for 500 users group in term
of minimum, average, and maximum latency is 71 ms, 327 ms, and 445 ms, respectively.
Similarly, in the case of 1000 and 1500 user groups, the minimum, average, and maximum
latency are 97 ms, 450 ms 850 ms and 122 ms, 560 ms, and 1280 ms, respectively. It is
observed from the graph that the average query transaction latency is increased with the
increase in the number of user of the blockchain network.
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Figure 14. Query Transaction Latency.

Hyperledger Fabric provides the ordering services that are responsible for the ordering
of transaction with the help of ordering nodes. The efficiency and performance of the
proposed case study are evaluated using three types of ordering service, i.e., solo-raft, solo,
and raft with different transaction send rate ranges from 25 TPS–200 TPS, as shown in
Figure 15. It is evident from the graph that the latency of raft and solo ordering is higher
than the simple solo ordering; this is due to appended transport layer security (TLS), which
provides extra security and authentication among peer nodes.
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Figure 15. Impact of varying orderer node with different send rate.

Figure 15a shows the minimum, maximum, and average latency with different
transaction send rate. Similarly, Figure 15b presents the throughput of solo, raft, and
solo-raft in terms of minimum, maximum, and average throughput. It is found from the
graph that the solo order achieves the higher throughput among other ordering services,
because it has single node that does not require an additional TLS mechanism.

Similarly, in the proposed system, we also carried out several experiments by varying
the number of endorser peer in the blockchain network. The endorser peer is a peer
node that is responsible for endorsing the proposed transaction. Every transaction before
committing is endorsed using the endorser peer function, which is executed by invoking
the chaincode. In Figure 16, we evaluated the performance of the proposed case study
by varying the peer nodes numbers in terms of average latency and throughput. It is
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investigated from the graph that the latency of the network is increased as we increase
the number of peer nodes in the network. The peer node in the network degrades the
network performance in terms of traffic volume, which results in a decline in network
throughput. Figure 16a presents the impact of change peer node on the latency of the
network between the transaction send rate of 25–200 TPS. It is observed that the increase in
latency is directly proportional to the number of peers in the network. If the number of
peer’s nodes increases, the traffic volume in the network will also increase, which results
in the decline of throughput, as summarized in Figure 16b.
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Figure 16. Impact of varying peer node with different transaction rate.

The performance of the proposed case study is also accessed in terms of resource
utilization, such as CPU usage (avg,max), memory consumption (avg,max), and traffic in
and Traffic, as summarized in Table 12. From the table, it is observed that the proposed
blockchain-based intelligent fitness service is working with inadequate resources and
improves the network performance by efficiently utilizing system resources.

Table 12. Resource Utilization Analysis of Proposed System.

Type Name CPU CPU Memory Memory Traffic Traffic
(max%) (avg%) (max) (avg) In Out

Process local-client.js 11.75 5.25 74.2 MB 72.0 MB 472 KB 142.3 KB
Docker peer1.Trainer.com 11.92 5.58 79.5 MB 76.7 MB 465.4 KB 139.9 KB
Docker peer0.Trainee.com 10.65 6.53 412.4 MB 411.4 MB 1.7 MB 923.4 KB
Docker peer0.Trainer.com 9.88 6.08 411.2 MB 410.1 MB 1.7 MB 919.6 KB
Docker peer1.Trainee.com 0.00 0.00 8.6 MB 8.6 MB 0 B 0 B
Docker orderer.com 4.52 1.39 23.5 MB 20.9 MB 1.2 MB 2.3 MB
Docker ca_nodeGym1 0.00 0.00 10.0 MB 10.0 MB 546 B 0 B

8. Significance and Comparison

The performance evaluation presented in Table 10 shows that the SVM classification
model performed well when compared to the other classification model. In order to
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed fitness framework, we further compare the
proposed model with other state-of-art approaches discussed in the literature review
section. We have consider [35,47,52,54] for comparison with the proposed model in terms
of accuracy. Table 13 presents the comparative analysis of the proposed fitness framework
with existing models.
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Table 13. Comparative analysis of the proposed fitness framework with existing models.

Model Accuracy

[47] 89.5%
[52] 90.45%
[54] 90.3%
[35] 88.45%
Proposed Fitness Framework 92.1%

9. Conclusions and Future Direction

The current functionalities of IoT devices are not efficient enough to defend themselves
against threats. This is because of the issues that are involved with resources in IoT
devices, immature standards, a lack of secure hardware, and software designs. This work
proposes an enhanced smart contract intelligent fitness service in blockchain networks. We
developed a secure fitness service using the smart contract enabled blockchain approach
to store user personalized fitness data and recommend fitness plans in order to assess
the effectiveness of the proposed IoT blockchain platform, such as diet and workout to
fitness user. The enhanced smart contract enabled inference engine is used to derive
hidden knowledge, such as fat-free mass, body mass index, body fat mass, waist/hip
ratio, body fat percentage, and basal metabolic rate based on user and IoT fitness data.
The relationship engine is used to compute user’s and IoT fitness device usage data.
The developed system used permissioned blockchain network, which solves the inherent
issues, which include data scalability, security, and identity, to name a few. Furthermore,
an interactive front-end application is developed to expose the fitness services to the
client. Finally, for evaluation, we have used Hyperledger calliper, which is used to
calculate the performance of the designed platform in terms of throughput, latency, resource
utilization, and varying network parameters. Based on experiment, we found that the
smart contract integrated inference engine significantly enhances system performance
in terms of throughput and resource utilization. This work can be extended in several
domains, from healthcare to smart industries. The potential future direction of this work is
to evaluate the interoperability of the designed service model with other IoT frameworks.
Furthermore, different data storage and consensus algorithms can be considered to observe
the data query efficiency and processing rate of the transaction.
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